IMPEL

Incubating Market-Propelled Entrepreneurial-Mindset at the Labs and Beyond

Video Link: https://youtu.be/Nr_2EleqRME
Deep Daylight Redirection without Glare

Light Redirecting Blind

- More daylight
- Less energy use

Annual lighting energy consumption (kWh/ft²)

Orientation: South, West, East

825 million ft² of open plan office area
Up to 52% lighting energy savings
Eliminates glare
Luis Fernandes

Was the pitch clear, compelling, and succinct?

☐ No
☐ Somewhat
☐ Neutral
☐ Mostly
☐ Great!
Luis Fernandes

What should be the next step for this Innovator?

- Test it
- Pilot it
- Manufacture it
- Get grant funding
- Get private funding
- Find an industry partner
- Find a team member
- Other _____ (open narrative for comments)